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Outline:

• Introduction: use of wood in construction
• Sustainability and wood
• Advantages and disadvantages of wood as
structural material

• Wood‐based products
• Timber construction systems
• Use of timber and straw
• The short supply chain of timber



Use of wood in construction:

• Structural
material

• Finishing (flooring, 
cladding)



Use of wood in construction:

• Thermal and acoustic 
insulation

• Doors and windows
• Furniture
• etc.



Sustainability



Sustainability

"Meeting the needs of the present generation 
without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their needs." 

Brundtland (1987)



Ecological footprint
“The amount of ecologically productive land 
area required to support the resource 
demands and absorb the wastes of a given 
population or specific activities”

Global warming:

a Huge problem for our planet!







Possible consequences of global warming:

• De‐icing of the mountain, artic and Antarctic glaciers 
with increase of the sea and ocean levels;

• More extreme weather events (hurricanes, heat waves, 
etc.);

• Loss of biodiversity with extinction of animals and 
plant species;

• Etc.

Global warming



CO2 in atmosphere



Global carbon cycle



How to reduce the volume of CO2 in the atmosphere?
• By reducing the CO2 emissions due to anthropogenic 

activities (use of fossil fuels);
• By reducing deforestation and increasing the 

forested land (photosynthesis ‐ CO2 is stored in the 
trees);

• By using more wood in construction (buildings, 
bridges, etc.), since CO2 is stored in wood.

Global carbon cycle



Kyoto Protocol 
What were the requirements of Kyoto ?
• Reduce emissions relative to 1990 levels

– carbon dioxide CO2

– methane CH4

• First commitment period was 2008‐2012
• Kyoto allowed carbon in forests to offset CO2

emissions from other sources



NZ’s GHG Emissions
NZ's total greenhouse gas emissions 

1990-2003
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CO2 Emissions
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New Zealand's emissions in 2003 were 37% 
higher than in 1990



Forestry can help



Wood – a renewable resource

Planted forests are 
manufactured by the sun, 
and managed sustainably 
for production of 
renewable building 
materials.



Global carbon cycle



An example: forestry in New 
New Zealand

New Planting vs deforestation
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Planting trees is not enough

To optimize forestry for offsetting fossil fuel emissions, it is 
necessary to: 

1. Plant new forests on non‐forested land

2. Maintain planted forests in perpetuity 

3. Manage the forests for wood production 

4. Use wood as a building material

5. Extract solar energy from the wood waste



Buildings

in reinforced 
concrete

in masonry

in steel

in timber

Buildings
The structural skeleton of a building can be made of 
different construction materials:



Energy in buildings

1. Construction
Embodied energy in materials
2. Operation
Energy for heating, cooling etc
(Thermal envelope, passive solar, natural 
lighting etc)

Fossil fuel energy is directly related to 
CO2 emissions



Energy and CO2 benefits of more wood in 
buildings

1. Reduced fossil fuel for heating and cooling, over life 
of building (wood is an insulating material)

2. Increased pool of carbon in wood and wood 
products (due to photosynthesis)

3. Less fossil fuel for making wood rather than steel, 
concrete, aluminium (reduced embodied energy)

4. Displacement of fossil fuel by burning wood waste 
materials



Carbon is only stored for life of building

Carbon stored in timber buildings



CO2 in materials

 Burning fossil fuel to 
make materials

 Less if energy comes 
from renewables

 CO2 released making 
cement 

 Only wood can store 
carbon



Flow of resources for buildings 



Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
• Lifetime environmental merits of products or 
processes
– Extracting & processing raw materials
– Manufacturing
– Transportation, distribution & construction
– Use & maintenance
– Recycling or final disposal

• ISO 14000



Embodied effects summary:
Environmental effect Timber Steel Concrete

Embodied energy 1 1.26 1.57
GHG emissions 1 1.34 1.81
Air pollution 1 1.24 1.47
Water pollution 1 4.00 3.50
Resource consumption 1 1.11 1.81
Solid waste production 1 1.08 1.23

(Canadian Wood Council) 

Embodied energy:
Energy consumed in the acquisition of raw materials, 
processing, manufacturing, transport to site & construction, 
and disposal



Embodied energy



CO2 emissions
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Energy from wood waste

Primary energy use

Biofuel production
Building in Finland



Wood as biofuel

• Burning wood is “carbon 
neutral”

• Scandinavian countries get 
20% of energy from wood

• Exciting potential ‐ requires 
investment
– Clean burning wood pellets
– Wood‐fired power stations
– Co‐generation of heat and electricity
– Gas and other biofuels



Global carbon cycle

Wood is a renewable
material - cycles of 25 
to 50 years are needed
to create a tree ready 
for harvesting from the 
sidling compared to the 
millions years needed to 
create coal and oil



Some advantages of wood over 
other materials:
• Aesthetical appearance and pleasant smell
• Sustainability
• Hygroscopicity
• Thermal insulation
• Tensile, compression and bending strength
• High strength‐to‐weight ratio
• Speed of erection
• Excellent seismic resistance



Aesthetical appearance and pleasant
smell:
• Often preferred by architects and clients to decorate a flat/house
• The wood is pleasing to smell

Sustainability:
• Material regeneration over 25 to 50 years rotation cycles
• Reduced CO2 emissions
• Reduced embodied energy
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Hygroscopicity:

• Wood breaths, meaning that it can absorb excessive air humidity 
and return it later to the environment, acting as a sort of reservoir 
to reduce the humidity fluctuations and ensure a dry environment

• This effect is very important to ensure a healthy indoor condition 
(no mould, etc.) and the well being in a timber building



Thermal insulation:
• Wood has an excellent thermal insulation, which contributes to 

reduce the primary energy consumption of the building
• Due to this properties, wood appears as a dry and warm material 

when touching it
• Appropriate thermal mass can be obtained in massive timber 

structures (e.g. Xlam system), which is important to reduce the 
environmental thermal variations in summer and wintertime



TENSILE AND COMPRESSION 
STRENGTH:
• Due to the high tensile and compression

strength, unlike other materials such as
concrete and masonry, timber can be used
for beams, columns, truss systems without
the need of coupling it with other materials



BEAMS:



PROPERTY TIMBER STEEL CONCRETE
Permissible stress (compr.) adm [MPa] 10 160 10

Unit weight m [daN/m3] 500 7850 2400
Ratio m /adm 50 50 240
Elastic modulus [GPa] 10 210 30

Tensile strength Yes Yes No
Ductility No Yes No
Time dependent behaviour Yes No Yes
Hygroscopic behaviour Yes No No
Isotropy No Yes Yes
Omogeneity No Yes Yes

Combustibility Yes No No

HIGH STRENGTH-TO-WEIGHT 
RATIO:



REMARK: Suppose we want to design a 
column subjected to a vertical load P=1000 kN. 

Formula Unit Timber Steel Concrete

Area A=P/adm cm2 33x33=1000 7.9x7.9=62.5 33x33=1000

Timber and concrete columns have an area
16 times larger than steel columns (hence
they are bulkier than steel structures).

HIGH STRENGTH-TO-WEIGHT 
RATIO:

Weight W=Am daN/m 50 49 240



Benefits of having a light structure:
• Less load on foundations and soil
• Less mass and, hence, less seismic action
• Simple transportation and erection

But: because of the different density,
timber and steel columns weigh just 1/5th

of concrete ones!!!
Timber structures are lightweight!!!

HIGH STRENGTH-TO-WEIGHT 
RATIO:



POSSIBLE PROBLEMS WITH
LIGHT STRUCTURES:
• Important effects due to the wind (possible unroofing)
• Important effects of snow (due to the high Q/G ratio, 

there are only few safety margins in the case of an 
increase in Q with respect to the design value)!



SPEED OF ERECTION:

• ‘Dry’ construction without the need of waiting for 
curing and hardening of concrete

• No formworks and props
Construction time: 28 days

Construction time: few hours



SPEED OF ERECTION:

• Ease of handling thanks to the light weight
• Possibility of prefabrication off-site by reducing the 

work on the building site to a minimum (connections 
among structural members)



• Excellent seismic performance with limited residual damage at the end 
of the seismic event and important energy dissipation

Excellent seismic resistance:

Shaking table test 2007, SOFIE Project, Miki –
Seismic Input : JMA Kobe 3D   x,y,z  0.60, .82, 0.34 g

(Courtesy of 
Prof. Ceccotti)
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SOME DISADVANTAGES OF 
TIMBER:

• Influence of defects
• Anisotropy
• Reduced Modulus of Elasticity and creep behaviour
• Influence of the moisture content (dimensional 

variations)
• Reduced ductility
• Possible durability problems if in contact with 

water/humidity
• Combustibility



• Wood is markedly heterogenous

• Wood has important defects, which 
significantly affect its mechanical properties:
 grain deviation
 knots

INFLUENCE OF DEFECTS:



Grain deviation: in trees that grow 
in a spiral

INFLUENCE OF DEFECTS:



Knots: part of the branches embedded 
in the main trunk of the tree

INFLUENCE OF DEFECTS:



• Knots

INFLUENCE OF DEFECTS:

• Grain deviations

Defects reduce 
strength and 
increase the 
scatter of the 
mechanical 
properties



How is the strength of wood fm measured?

By the bending test, carried out on beams.

THE STRENGTH OF WOOD:



F

f

Ff
failure

(FfL/6)/(bd2/6)fm=Mf/Z=

b

d



Affects the deflection of a beam – measures the 
slope of the F- curve:

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY:
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How much does the strength and MOE vary
within a species and grade due to the defects?
More significantly than for steel and concrete due to 
the influence of defects (drawback which discourage 
the use of wood): the strongest pieces may be 5 or 
more times the strength of the weakest pieces

Need to grade the timber (otherwise: the 
characteristic value would be too low due to the 
large scatter of experimental results).

THE STRENGTH OF WOOD:



THE STRENGTH OF WOOD:

88

8

2.5 18.5

With only one 
strength class 
(without grading) 
the characteristic 
strength would 
be 16 MPa for all 
the timber 16

Example of scatter of experimental strength 
and MOE of New Zealand radiata pine:



12

26

50

By grading the 
wood in three 
classes: three 
different values 
of characteristic 
strength can be 
obtained: 12 
(<16), 26 e 50 
MPa

THE STRENGTH OF WOOD:

Example of scatter of experimental strength 
and MOE of New Zealand radiata pine:



GRADING:

(a)

(b)

(c)



88

8

2.5 18.5

Relationship between Bending Strength and 
Modulus of Elasticity for Radiata Pine (NZ 
Standard):

THE STRENGTH OF WOOD:

By measuring the 
MOE with a non 
destructive test, it is 
possible to have an 
indirect measure of 
the strength and 
assign the board to a 
certain strength class 
(strength grading)



MACHINE GRADING:

Based on the value of MOE calculated via 
deflection measurement  due to the applied load 
P in non-destructive bending tests
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VISUAL GRADING:

Based on size and number of defects (knots, 
grain deviation) on the surface of the timber 
structural element.



VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-1:



VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-1:



VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-1:



VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-1:



VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-1:



VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-1:



VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-2:







Engineering  properties of wood

VISUAL GRADING – UNI 11035-2:

Bending strength



One possibility is to:

• cut some planks (50
mm thick, 1500 to 5000
mm long) from a tree;

• join them lengthwise
(finger joints);

• glue the laminations
together.

HOW TO REDUCE THE 
INFLUENCE OF DEFECTS?



Glue-laminated timber (glulam) is a
solid wood member manufactured by
gluing smaller pieces (planks) together.

GLUE-LAMINATED TIMBER



GLUE-LAMINATED TIMBER



Because the
manufacturing
process leads to a
more homogeneous
material (with more
smaller defects
instead of few larger defect) with a higher
mean and, mostly, characteristic
strength compared to sawn timber.

WHY HAS GLULAM GOT 
BETTER MECHANICAL PROP.?                   



Strength

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y 
F(

f)

Reducing material variation (heterogeneity) is equivalent 
to reduce uncertainty, which will result in increased 
strength. 

LVL

Glulam

fk fkfk
fm fm

fm

Remark: the 
characteristic 
strength fk increases 
much more than the 
mean strength fm!!! 

WHY HAS GLULAM GOT 
BETTER MECHANICAL PROP.? 

Graded timber



GLUE LAMINATED TIMBER



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

Manufacture of glue-laminated timber



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

Logs are cut into 50 mm thick planks with
lengths ranging from 1500 to 5000 mm.



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

The planks are kiln
dried because the 
adhesives used require 
the m.c. of wood be 
15% maximum.

The planks are then pre-planed and 
strength graded.



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

Machine grading (MOE can be evaluated 
once the deflection  under the load P is 
measured).
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HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

The end of the planks 
are cut off and profiled 
for finger joints. Then 
the adhesive is applied
and the planks are 
pressed together for at 
least two seconds. 



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

The continuous section is cut into 
laminations of the required length and 
stored for at least 8 hours to ensure the 
curing of the glue.

Then the glue is applied and the 
laminations are pressed together (glueline 
pressure from 0.4 to 1.2 N/mm2) giving the 
final cross-section lying on its side. 



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

Jigs and pressing devices for straight members



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

Jigs and pressing devices for curved members



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

The gluelines are kept under 
pressure in controlled climate at 
20°C and 65% relative humidity for 
at least 6 hours before the clamps 
are released and the beams are 
stacked ready for finishing.



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

The beams are planed on each side. 



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

At the end the 
beams are 
finished
(drilling of 
holes for conn, 
application of 
coatings, etc.).



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 



HOW IS GLULAM 
MANUFACTURED? 

Important: 
since the finger
joints are weak 
points, they 
must not be 
aligned on the 
cross-section.



WHAT IS LVL?

• LVL is Laminated Veneer Lumber

• LVL is obtained by gluing together under 
pressures veneers of wood 2 to 4 mm thick 
produced by the rotary peeling of steamed 
logs. 



HOW IS IT PRODUCED?

rotary peel lathe

veneer

drier

ultrasound
grader glue

spreader

lay-up station

presscross-cut
saw

rip saw



WHY IS IT PRODUCED?

The better properties are achieved because 
the defects such as knots are smaller and 
spread throughout the beam volume. 
Therefore each 
defect is less critical 
compared to the 
case of sawn timber. 
LVL behaves almost 
as clear wood.
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ANISOTROPY:

L

L

L
L

EXCELLENT behaviour parallel to grain (L dir.)

R

T
T

R

R=T

R T

VERY BAD  behaviour perpendicular to the grain 
(R, T directions)



Be careful of the connection design 
because of anisotropic behaviour!!!

ANISOTROPY:



ANISOTROPY:



25500 31500

8000

57000

25500 31500

8000 hinge

57000

Also compression stresses perp. to grain should be 
limited!

ANISOTROPY:



Load transfer to 
the inner fibres

Load 
perpendicular to 
grain

Self drilling screws

How to prevent squashing of timber perp. to grain? For 
example by reinforcing the beam on the support with 
self-drilling screws:

ANISOTROPY:



ANISOTROPY:

Splitting



HOW TO CREATE A MORE 
ISOTROPIC PRODUCT?
The idea is to:
• cut some planks (50 mm
thick, 1500 to 5000 mm long)
from a tree;
• join them lengthwise (finger
joints);
• glue layers of laminations
together at a right angle.



CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS:



CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS:

Advantages:
• More in-plane isotropic strength and 

stiffness compared to sawn timber -
therefore can be used for slabs and 
walls blue: 
weak direction)

(red: strong direction, 



Spruce boards of thicknesses 
varying from 17 to 27 mm and 
width from 160 to 200 are 
machine dried up to 10-12 % of 
m.c. and planed…

CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS: 
PRODUCTION



… machine graded, checked for 
defects and finger jointed in 
length…

CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS: 
PRODUCTION



… then assembled in layers…

CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS: 
PRODUCTION



…and cross glued with melamine-
urea-formaldehyde glue (from a 
minimum of 3 layers up to a 
maximum of 11 layers) and…

CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS: 
PRODUCTION



…finally vacuum or hydraulically 
pressed and assembled in big size 
panels (up to 4.8x20 m with 
thicknesses between 50 and 300 
mm)……..

CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS: 
PRODUCTION

pv



storage of CLT elements 
(production site)

charging and transport

mounting parts for roof 
elements

mounting parts for 
ceiling elements

mounting parts for wall 
elements

discharging (building 
site)

CROSS-LAMINATED PANELS: 
TRANSPORT AND ASSEMBLING



PLYWOOD:

R

T LR

L T
R

T L

Plywood is manufactured 
like LVL, but with the 
adjacent veneers laid at a 
right angle.

Design of plywood

T

L

R



Stiffness and visual grades

glue
curtain

layup

multi-
daylight
press

trim saw
Filling, sanding, wrapping,

dispatch

composer
A, B, C, D
F grades,
layup design

PLYWOOD MANUFACTURE:



PLYWOOD:

Unlike LVL, Plywood experiences 
strength and stiffness comparable in any 
in-plane direction. 

T
L

RIt is produced in 
panels which are 
mainly used for 
2D members such 
as floor deckings 
and shear walls.



PLYWOOD:



Are obtained from wood particles mixed 
with glue, then heated and compressed.
Advantages: Isotropy, dimensional stability, 
less scatter of mechanical properties. 
Disadvantages: less strength (fb=17 MPa), 
less stiffness (E=4 GPa), greater creep.

PARTICLEBOARD:



Particleboard Plywood

PARTICLEBOARD:



ORIENTED STRAND 
BOARD (OSB)



PROPERTY TIMBER STEEL CONCRETE
Modulus of Elasticity [GPa] 10 210 30

REDUCED MODULUS OF 
ELASTICITY:



REMARK: Suppose we want to design a 
beam subjected to a uniform load q.
Since timber exhibits about 1/3rd of the Young 
modulus of concrete, a high deflection (about 
3 times) is expected:

REDUCED MODULUS OF 
ELASTICITY:

In addition, the creep of timber will increase 
the deflection in the long term, particularly 
for high moisture cont.:
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• Excessive deflection, under gravity and lateral 
loading (Serviceability Limit State)
• Excessive vibrations (SLS)

CONSEQUENCE: timber structures may 
suffer from:

REDUCED MODULUS OF 
ELASTICITY:







• Lateral-torsional buckling in deep beams and 
flexural buckling in columns (strength limit state) 
(Pcr=2EI/l0

2: since E is low, also Pcr is low)

REDUCED MODULUS OF 
ELASTICITY:



The m.c. depends on the environmental relative 
humidity, seasoning of wood and cross-sectional 
area of the wood member

The higher the m.c., the lower the strength and 
stiffness, and the greater the creep coefficient

. . 100weight of waterm c
weight of dried wood

 

INFLUENCE OF THE MOISTURE 
CONTENT:



How to measure m.c.?
• by oven dry to 102 °C (most accurate but
not applicable for whole beams):

. . 100weight of wood before drying weight of wood after dryingm c
weight of wood after drying


 

HOW TO MEASURE THE M.C.?



HOW TO MEASURE THE M.C.?

• by electric moisture meters (less
accurate but applicable for whole beams):

The m.c. will depend upon
the electrical resistance
measured between the two
probes. The instrument needs
to be calibrated on different
wood species. It can be used
for 6%<m.c<28%.

electric circuit

wood



HOW TO MEASURE THE M.C.?

Electric moisture 
meter



The living tree sucks water from the
ground. The water moves into the cell
lumens. m.c.= 40 – 200 %

WOOD AND WATER:



When the tree is cut down: the
amount of water starts decreasing.

WOOD AND WATER:

Water
in wood bound: combined with the cell

wall substances (hydrogen
bonds and van der Walls forces)

free: contained in the cell
lumens



ENLARGEMENT OF A CELL:



CROSS-SECTION OF A CELL:

m.c. = 200% 115%   28%  18%

free 
water

10%

No shrinkage Shrinkage

Fibre 
saturation 
point: 28%

bound 
water

bound 
water



FIBRE SATURATION POINT:

The FSP is the moisture content when the 
cell walls are saturated by water (bound 
water) but no free water exists in the cell 
lumens (usually 28%).

For m.c above the FSP: wood experiences 
no dimensional changes and no variations 
in mechanical properties (E, strengths).



FIBRE SATURATION POINT:

If the wood is dried below the FSP: the 
bound water reduces and that leads to:

• Shrinkage (reduction in volume)

• Increase in mechanical properties (E, 
strengths) and reduction in creep



SHRINKAGE AND SWELLING

100..%12 %12 



FSP

FSP

L
LLcmtogreenfromShrinkageShr

Longitudinal: Shr=0.1%

Tangential: Shr=3.9%
Radial: 
Shr=2.1%

FSP=29% for radiata pine

LFSP

L12%



EQUILIBRIUM M.C.:

A piece of wood 
exchanges moisture 
content mostly through 
the end sections, parallel 
to the grain. 



EQUILIBRIUM M.C.:

When the tree is cut down: the m.c. will 
reduce from 200% to the equilibrium 
moisture content for the given T and RH of 
the environment (8% to 30% for RH=40% to 
100% at T=21°C).

The larger the cross-section, the longer the 
drying process.



SUGGESTED M.C. FOR TIMBER:

Use category Air conditioned 
or centrally-
heated buildings

Intermittently 
heated buildings

Unheated 
buildings

Structures inside the 
insulation

14-18% 14-18% 14-18%

Flooring exposed to 
ground atmosphere

10-14% 12-16% 14-18%

Flooring not exposed 
to ground atmosphere

8-12% 10-14% 12-16%



DISTORTIONS

The difference between tangential and radial 
shrink. leads to distortion of the cross-section.

Possible cracks can 
also occur during the 
drying of timber. In 
order to minimize the 
distortion: timber 
must be dried and 
then planed.



CRACKS:

U>30% U<30%

If the log is not sawn: 
an extended crack 
will form, together 
with smaller cracks

U>30% U<30%

If the section 
contains the pith: 
a crack will form 
during drying

100
X



DRYING OF TIMBER:

To attain the suggested value of m.c.:

Drying 
methods

TIMBER MUST BE DRIED!!!

Air drying

Kiln drying



DRYING OF TIMBER:

Air drying: timber filleted, stacked and 
allowed to dry with the passage of 
natural air (may take several weeks).



DRYING OF TIMBER:

Kiln drying: using heat and air flow in a 
controlled cycle (conventional: one 
week; using high temperature: 24 hours).



REDUCED DUCTILITY:

Timber has little ductility and only in compression

The only source of ductility for a 
timber structure comes from the 
connections, which shall be made 
of steel fasteners (nails, screws, 
bolts, dowels, etc.) so as to exploit 
the ductility of steel.

Disadvantage in seismic design.



Plastic hinge 
formation in the 
dowel

Plasticization 
of timber in 
compression 
at the 
interface 
with the 
dowel

DUCTILE FAILURE MECHANISM:



Dissipative mechanism: 
fastener plasticization and 
timber plasticization in 
compression at the 
interface with the fastener

Non dissipative mechanism: 
timber plasticization in 
compression at the interface
with the fastener, with 
fastener still in elastic phase

Very dissipative mechanism: 
plasticization of steel plate with 
fasteners in elastic phase
without timber plasticization at
the interface with the fasteners

DIFFERENT FAILURE 
MECHANISMS:



DURABILITY:

Timber may suffer from durability issues if in 
contact with water and oxygen, or when exposed 
to high values of moisture content (greater than 
20%) Timber should therefore be 

kept to lower values of m.c., 
and suitable details to prevent 
water stagnation and ensure 
water eveporation shall be 
adopted for structures exposed 
to the rain



ventilation

overhang

covering

covering

ventilation

ventilation

Examples of details to reduce durability 
problems

DURABILITY:



Timber burns – however it is an 
excellent insulation material, 
therefore while burning on the 
exterior surface, the inner volume is 
still at ambient temperature and 
therefore resistant.

If the cross-section is sufficiently 
large (minimum size > 90 mm), it is 
possible to achieve a good fire 
resistance without additional 
protective measures.

20C

COMBUSTIBILITY:



Conversely, steel does not burn, but has a large 
heat conductivity 
Consequently, after little 
time from exposure to fire, 
steel quickly raises its 
temperature, and the 
mechanical properties 
(particularly E) quickly 
degrade leading to a sudden 
failure

COMBUSTIBILITY:



COMBUSTIBILITY:



Murray Grove, 
London: 9 storeys

Prov. Of Bolzano: 7 
storeys (Italy)

7-storey buildings tested 
on a shaking table in 
Japan (SOFIE and 
Capstone Research 
Projects)

A new challenge: multi-storey 
timber buildings



9 storeys – Polaris Milan 
(Italy)

14 storeys ‐ Bergen (in construction ‐
Norway)

A new challenge: multi-storey 
timber buildings



• Log-house system
• Light-frame construction
• Solid panel construction (glulam, crosslam, LVL )
• Hybrid systems (with different materials/systems 

for gravity and lateral load resistance)
• With seismic base isolation

Wood building systems:



Log-house system
• Suitable for residential applications (many walls and short-span 

floors)
• Max: 2-3 storeys

Made of timber logs or profiled beams arranged horizontally – timber 
loaded perpendicular to grain from gravity load 



Log-house system

Resistance to lateral load achieved via carpentry joints between 
perpendicular walls – some energy dissipation under seismic load 
obtained via friction at contact surfaces between lower and upper logs



TIMBER FRAMED HOUSES:



TIMBER FRAMED HOUSES:



TIMBER FRAMED HOUSES:
Plywood or gypsum 
board sheathing

Inner stud

Outer stud

Top plate

Bottom 
plate
Bolted connection to 
foundation

Nailed 
connection

Holddown 
strap



TIMBER FRAMED HOUSES:

Remark: the chord-to-plate joints 
are pinned. The system is stable 
only thanks to the nailed 
connection with the plywood sheet.



Bottom 
plate

Holddown 
strap

Bolted connection to 
foundation

Plywood sheathing

Outer stud Inner stud

TIMBER FRAMED HOUSES:



TIMBER FRAMED HOUSES:



TIMBER FRAMED HOUSES:



SHEAR WALLS:



TRADITIONAL FLOORS:

Are made from 
joists, flooring 
panels, and 
blockings.
The floor unit can be 
seen as a sort of shear 
wall turned over on 
the horizontal plane



TRADITIONAL FLOORS:



TRADITIONAL FLOORS:

In this case, 
joists and 
sheathing will 
be loaded in 
out-of-plane 
bending due to 
gravity



MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS:

“Traditional” multi-
storey timber buildings 
are made from ply shear 
walls and joisted floors, 
exactly like lightframe 
timber houses. The only 
difference are the 
materials: plywood 
replaces particleboard 



The plywood panels must be staggered and 
either nailed or glued to the joists and blockings 
to obtain a diaphragm action and transmit the 
horizontal loads to the bracings

Plywood panels

Joists
Blockings

FLOOR DIAPHRAGMS:



Plywood panels

I-joists

TRADITIONAL LIGHTFRAME 
FLOOR SOLUTIONS:



Light-frame construction:
• Suitable for residential applications (many walls and short-span 

floors)
• Max: 5-8 storeys



Light-frame construction:

Miki, Kobe, July 2009, Northridge 0.74g



Light-frame construction:

Miki, Kobe, July 2009, Northridge 0.74g



Aerial View of Wellington

Parliament Buildings Site of Martin Square 
Apartment Building

Fault Line

AN EXAMPLE: MARTIN 
SQUARE APARTMENT 



Studio apartments provided many available bracing 
walls internally, down to top of basement level

Wall continuous over this height, typically with 
lengths of 5 to 7 metres were considered as bracing 
elements

Other walls, including external cladding were 
ignored, but will contribute to resisting 
serviceability loads

Three light steel k-braces were added around 
windows in the exterior walls

AN EXAMPLE: MARTIN 
SQUARE APARTMENT 



AN EXAMPLE: MARTIN 
SQUARE APARTMENT 

Steel braces included to reduce floor and wall shear forces, 
and provide good torsional restraint to building.



Typical Wall/Floor Detail Where Joists
Run Perpendicular to WallBALLOON CONSTRUCTION



Bottom Plate

Seating 
Block

Ply
Top Plate

Blocking

BALLOON CONSTRUCTION



Typical Floor Support

200 deep 
engineered 
floor joists 
with 
proprietary 
fixings to 
ribbon plate

Seating 
Blocks

BALLOON CONSTRUCTION

Plywood



TIMESCALE OF PROJECT:

2003 2004

Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Design and staged
consent process

Site
Purchased

Construction of foundation and basement

Construction of superstructure

Lightweight
Scheme
Design

prepared



Timber structure started mid February and progressed at about 2 weeks per level

BUILDING NEAR COMPLETION:



BUILDING COMPLETED:

• 4 months for the reinforced concrete foundations
• 5 months for the timber part

Construction time:



Light-frame construction:
Wall prefabrication in the production plant: (courtesy Rubner Haus)



Light-frame construction:
Wall prefabrication in the production plant: (courtesy Rubner Haus)



Light-frame construction:
Wall prefabrication in the production plant: (courtesy Rubner Haus)



Light-frame construction:
Wall prefabrication in the production plant: (courtesy Rubner Haus)



Light-frame construction:
Floor panel prefabrication in the production plant: 
(courtesy Rubner Haus)



Light-frame construction:

Use for facades: Use for floors/roofs:

Floor panel prefabrication in the production plant: (courtesy 
Rubner Haus)



Solid panel construction:
Cross-laminated panels, glued-laminated slabs, and Laminated 
Veneer Lumber (LVL) can be used, also in combination, to 
create heavy solid panels.
Cross-laminated panels are being used more and more, 
due to their dimensional stability, the possibility to use also low 
grade timber, the ease of connection, and the excellent seismic 
performance.



Xlam panel construction:

Angle 
brackets with 
10 460 mm 
nails 

LVL strips with 8×80 mm self-
drilling screws used to connect 
adjacent panels

Hold-down with 12 460
mm nails



Xlam panel construction:



Xlam panel construction:



Xlam panel construction:



Xlam panel construction:



Xlam panel construction:



After 2 days work After 4 days work

After 6 days work After 10 days work

Xlam panel construction:





Xlam panel construction:
Detail of the wall-floor connection:



An example: Murray Grove, London UK

June 2007 - starting with project
April 2008 – starting with 
assembling on site
May 2008 - CLT construction 
erected within one month



Key facts for Developer
according to costs estimation and project plan prediction

 CLT cost ~ 30% more than comparable RC frame

but …

 Programme CLT ~ 49 weeks

RC frame ~ 66 weeks

~ 17 weeks less for a whole project

 Time savings mostly because CLT load bearing walls are 
also internal partition walls i.e. no stud/block or timber
frame walls








Hybrid systems:
• Wood mainly used for gravity load resisting systems, other materials 

(steel and/or reinforced concrete) for lateral load resisting systems
• Suitable for open spaces
• Max: 10-15 storeys



Example of hybrid systems:
2011 - ITALY

Trieste (TS)
6 storeys

Caorle (VE)
6 storeys



• Glulam posts and beams for gravity loads

• Glulam beams used as floor 
panels connected with screws

Glulam and r.c. hybrid system:



Glulam and r.c. hybrid system:



• Internal reinforced concrete core for lift shaft 
and staircase to resist lateral loads

• Facades made of lightframe 
panels prefabricated offsite 
and connected to the 
glulam posts and beams

Glulam and r.c. hybrid system:



1 2
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Glulam and r.c. hybrid system:



2

4

Glulam and r.c. hybrid system:



Glulam and r.c. hybrid system:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



Erection sequence:



September 2011

November 2011

Construction times:



Use of passive base isolation:
• Suitable for any type of building
• Max: 5-7 storeys
• No damage due to earthquake

• Timber building disconnected from foundations



2009 – L’Aquila (Italy) – Progetto C.A.S.E. – after the earthquake which hit 
the city, 70 3-storey buildings with about 1850 flats for 6.000 people were 
built in about 80 days (25% with lighframe timber systems, 25% with 
crosslam panels, 50% made of reinforced concrete)

Use of passive base isolation:



Timber and straw bale houses

Use of timber and straw:



First houses built in 1800 with the invention of the 
Nebraska packing machine

Burke House, Alliance, Nebraska 1903

Use of timber and straw:



Maison Feuillette

Montargis, Francia 1921

Burke House, Alliance, Nebraska 1903

Use of timber and straw:



Straw is not hay!

Rye

Straw is the dry part of the 
plant, between the rhizome 
and the ear, dry on the field 
and it is cut once mature

Types of straw:

Wheat

Hay is the grass lawn: it is green, 
humid and nutritious for animals

Barley Rice

Use of timber and straw:



Properties of straw bales:

45 cm
90 cm

35 cm

60 cm

122 
cm

40 cm

Density 120‐240 
kg/m3

≈ 50 kg

≈ 25 kg

Use of timber and straw:



Strings made of sisal, hemp, 
polypropylene or iron

Max compression (ρ=120‐240 kg/mc)
Moisture content less than 15%
Tied strings, placed at 100 mm from the edge to avoid extraction

Properties of straw bales:
Use of timber and straw:



Construction systems – Nebraska method

Straw bales are load‐carrying walls for gravity loads
Staggered vertical joints ‐ Fastened to wooden pegs
Walls prestressed with cables or belts

Walls cannot resist horizontal actions

SYSTEM NOT SUITABLE FOR EARTHQUAKE‐PRONE REGIONS!

Use of timber and straw:



Walls made of unbraced double timber lightframe
Filling with straw bales and either lime or raw earth plaster

Timber and straw walls carry the gravity loads

Plaster braces the walls

SYSTEM NOT VERY SUITABLE FOR EARTHQUAKE‐PRONE 
REGIONS!

Construction systems – Greb method
Use of timber and straw:
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Two-storey building 
with 280 m2

Built in 2011

Use of timber and straw:
Thermally isolated building using straw in S.Alfio (CT)
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Use of timber and straw:
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Posts and Beams

Use of timber and straw:
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Vertical and horizontal bracings
Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:

Posts and Beams
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cordolo interno 120x200

cordolo di larice 120x120 cordolo di larice 120x80

doppio pannello di OSB 40

27
07

27
10

corrente superiore 120x120

corrente superiore 120x120

architrave 120x160
architrave 120x320

cordolo esterno 60x200 trave solaio 160x200/600

architrave 120x280

trave rastremata 120x640

trave soppalco 100x200/600

14200

72
66

24
00

27
00

27
00

24
00

Sezione A-A - Scala 1:50
Sezione B-B - Scala 1:50

8350

8450
13150

13250

500 500

500 500

97
6

trave solaio 160x200/600

Use of timber and straw:
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OSB
900x920

OSB
500x920

OSB
500x920

vista lato esterno

vista lato esterno

Collegamento OSB con montanti e diagonali:
viti Ø10x60 sui diagonali
viti Ø10x60 sui montanti
viti Ø10x60 sui cordoli o correnti

OSB
500x920

OSB
500x920

Collegamento OSB con montanti e diagonali:
viti Ø10x60 sui diagonali
viti Ø10x60 sui montanti
viti Ø10x60 sui cordoli o correnti

15 viti Ø10x60+
15 viti Ø10x60

24 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

24 viti Ø10x60+
24 viti Ø10x60

OSB
600x920

24 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

21+21+21 viti Ø10x60

21 viti Ø10x60 +
8 viti sul montante

21 viti Ø10x60+
4 viti sul montante

OSB
500x920

OSB
500x1020

Attenzione aggiungere 2 Holdown HTT22
ai lati dell'apertura

N.B.
Aggiungere dove non ci sono
bande 120x1400x3

21 viti Ø10x60+
21 viti Ø10x60

21 +21 viti Ø10x60 sui diagonali
+ 4 viti Ø10x60 sul montante

21 viti Ø10x60+
21 viti Ø10x60

21 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

12 viti Ø10x60+
12 viti Ø10x60

12 viti Ø10x60+
12 viti Ø10x60

24+24 viti Ø10x60 sui diagonali
+ 4 viti sul montante

21 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

OSB
750x1250

OSB
500x600

OSB
600x930

OSB
1200x920

OSB
500x600

Prospetto parete PY4 - Scala 1:50

OSB
900x920

OSB
500x920

OSB
500x920

vista lato interno

OSB
500x920

Collegamento OSB con montanti e diagonali:
viti Ø10x60 sui diagonali
viti Ø10x60 sui montanti
viti Ø10x60 sui cordoli o correnti

15 viti Ø10x60+
15 viti Ø10x60

24 viti Ø10x60+
24 viti Ø10x60

OSB
500x920

24 viti Ø10x60+
24 viti Ø10x60

Attenzione aggiungere 6 viti sul
diagonale e montante

21+21+21 viti Ø10x60

21 viti Ø10x60+
8 viti sul montante

Cuneo OSB

21 +21+21 viti Ø10x60

21 viti Ø10x60+
21 viti Ø10x60

21 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

12 viti Ø10x60+
12 viti Ø10x60

12 viti Ø10x60+
12 viti Ø10x60

24 +24 +24 viti Ø10x60

OSB
500x600

OSB
600x930

OSB
1200x920

OSB
500x600

A C
E G

I

M

N O

B
DF

H

P N

M L

A C D E G

I M O Q S

N.B.
Aggiungere dove non ci sono bande 120x1400x3

OSB
500x1020

OSB
800x820

24 viti Ø10x60+
24 viti Ø10x60

OSB
500x1020

21 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante 24 viti Ø10x60 +

4 viti sul montante

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

24 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

OSB
600x920

24 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

24 viti Ø10x60 +
8 viti sul montante

21 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

21 viti Ø10x60 +
8 viti sul montante

OSB
600x920

OSB
500x920

OSB
500x1020

OSB
500x920

18 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

OSB
500x820

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

OSB
600x850

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

18 +18 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

OSB
800x820

OSB
600x850

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

OSB
600x850

18 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

15 viti Ø10x60 +
4 viti sul montante

OSB
500x820

OSB
500x820

15 viti Ø10x60+
15 viti Ø10x60

15 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

OSB
600x850

Prospetto parete PX1 - Scala 1:50

vista lato interno

Collegamento OSB con montanti e diagonali:
viti Ø10x60 sui diagonali
viti Ø10x60 sui montanti
viti Ø10x60 sui cordoli o correnti

OSB
700x1050

BCDFH

LNPRT

OSB
400x820

OSB
800x820

27 viti Ø10x60+
27 viti Ø10x60

24 viti Ø10x60+
24 viti Ø10x60

Attenzione aggiungere 6 viti sul
diagonale

18 +18 viti Ø10x60 +
6 viti sul montante

24 viti Ø10x60+
24 viti Ø10x60

OSB
400x820

Attenzione aggiungere 6 viti sul
diagonale e montante

24 viti Ø10x60 +
8 viti sul montante

OSB
600x920

OSB
400x820

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

OSB
600x850

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

18 viti Ø10x60

OSB
800x820

OSB
600x850

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

OSB
600x850

18 viti Ø10x60+
18 viti Ø10x60

OSB
500x820

OSB
500x820

15 viti Ø10x60+
15 viti Ø10x60

15 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

OSB
600x850

24 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente inferiore

21 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente inferiore

OSB
940x920 OSB

940x920

21 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

Attenzione aggiungere 6 viti sul
diagonale

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

15 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

15 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

18 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente inferiore

OSB
700x1020

21 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente superiore

24 viti Ø10x60+
24 viti Ø10x60

21 viti Ø10x60+
21 viti Ø10x60

15 viti Ø10x60+
15 viti Ø10x60

15 viti Ø10x60
sul corrente inferiore

Collegamento col cordolo:
2 viti autoforanti Ø7x220

Collegamento col cordolo:
2 viti autoforanti Ø7x220

Collegamento col cordolo:
2 viti autoforanti Ø7x220

Collegamento col cordolo:
2 viti autoforanti Ø7x220

4 viti Ø10x60 4 viti Ø10x60 21 viti Ø10x60

4 viti Ø10x60 4 viti Ø10x604 viti Ø10x60

Attenzione aggiungere 3 viti sul
diagonale e montante

Attenzione aggiungere 3 viti sui
diagonali e montanti e 17 sul cordolo

21 viti Ø10x60 15 viti Ø10x60
Attenzione aggiungere 6 viti sul
diagonale e montante e 11 sul cordolo

15 viti Ø10x60
Attenzione aggiungere 11 viti sul cordolo

4 viti Ø10x60

4 viti Ø10x60 4 viti Ø10x60 4 viti Ø10x60 4 viti Ø10x60 4 viti Ø10x60

4 viti Ø10x60

4 viti Ø10x604 viti Ø10x60

4 viti Ø10x604 viti Ø10x604 viti Ø10x60

21 viti Ø10x60
4 viti Ø10x60 4 viti Ø10x60

9 viti Ø10x60 9 viti Ø10x60 9 viti Ø10x60 9 viti Ø10x60

4 viti Ø12x200+
2 viti Ø12x280

3 viti Ø12x200+
3 viti Ø12x280

Cuneo OSB

Cuneo OSB

3 viti Ø12x200+
3 viti Ø12x280

3 viti Ø12x200+
2 viti Ø12x280

Cuneo OSB

3 viti Ø12x200+
2 viti Ø12x280

Cuneo OSB

3 viti Ø12x200+
2 viti Ø12x280

Cuneo OSB

3 viti Ø12x200+
2 viti Ø12x280

Cuneo OSB

Prospetto parete PY4 - Scala 1:50

Prospetto parete PX1 - Scala 1:50

Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:
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Use of timber and straw:



Preparation of raw earth
plaster made of vulcanic sand

and local clay

Use of timber and straw:



Raw earth plaster on 
straw and wood

Use of timber and straw:
Supporting ‘Canniccio’ 
(wattle) – raw earth
plaster on the sides



Plaster on wattleRaw earth plaster on straw

Use of timber and straw:



Pre-mixed plaster made of raw earth

Use of timber and straw:



•Most of the timber currently used in Italy is imported
from Austria and Germany 

• In Italy there are extensive forests hardly used for timber
production nowadays (although they were used in the 
past!)

•Why not use locally grown timber to construct zero 
kilometer buildings rather then importing it from far 
away and burning many tons of CO2 during
transportation?

Zero kilometres timber buildings:



e

• Sustainable forest management: trees are fallen and re-planted in 
perpetuity so as to ensure a preservation or even an increase of the 
forested areas over time.



• The logs are transported in local sawmills and cut into boards



• The production waste (branches, bark, sawdust, etc.), NOT THE BEST 
PART OF THE TREE, can then be used as biomass for the production of 
energy



• The boards are (visually or machine) graded according to 
national (UNI 11035, DIN 4074) and European (EN) 
regulations



• The boards are then used within prefabricated structural
components (e.g. ‘xlam’ panels) produced in a local transformation
centre



• The structural components (e.g. ‘xlam’ panels) are
used to construct residential and public buildings



Environmental, economical and social advantages:

• Increase in value of the forests due to the use of wood in modern
structural components rather than (only) as firewood.

• Possibility to increase the forested area with:
 significant environmental benefits (CO2 reduction)
 landscaping improvement
 possible touristic development
 landslide hazard reduction

• The short procurement chain of timber can contribute to an economic
recovery of areas often underdeveloped, offering jobs in the 
forestry and construction sectors, and preventing depopulation
of these areas (social benefit)



Prototype of Xlam panel made 
of maritime pine boards (inner 
and outer layers) 

Prototype of Xlam panel 
made of Eucalyptus boards 
(outer layers) and maritime 
pine boards (inner layer) 



• Assessment of the timber volume that can be produced in a 
certain region via a sustainable forestry practice (collaboration
with the school of Forestry)

• Choice of the most suitable wood species for use in construction (e.g. 
maritime pine, Eucaliptus, what else?)

• Determination of visual and/or machine grading rules by testing
some thousands of wood boards



• Production of Xlam
panels made of local
wood

2700

15
0

• Tests to destruction of the panels to 
determine their mechanical properties



• Construction of a small case study building made of 
local wood



Thank you very much!

massimo.fragiacomo@univaq.it


